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There has been a I t of talk if pewe-r b1t tIere hasn't been much
t Iity.. Today ,  I want to speak of ouu

responsibilities ,  the responsibilities of a Conservative Party
that Is In power.

.  It

President, for that wonderful welcome -
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MORALITY  / (,n/f (  'jJry

The charge is sometimes made that our policies are only

concerned with money and efficiency. That they have no regard

for people or morality.

(4orality is  not
the

monopoly of one  party  C, ..& L'

a rte-kA  WA ^

But it is the foundation of our policies.

- Why are y so opposed to inflation ?  Only because it raises

costs ?  No, because it  also  d@stro s jobs, invites speculation

and hurts pensioners .  And hat is moral  of just economic.

- Why have  we limited  the power of trade unions? Only to

d

improve productivity? No, because trade union members want to

be protected from intimidation. And that is moral not just

economic .

- Why have we (privatised public sector industries?  Only  to

improve efficiency? No. But to spread the wealth of our



country among as many as possible. And that is moral not just

economic.

ay  are we creating new schools within the

maintained sector? To establish elitism or privilege? No.

But to give the families of Brent and Haringey and Liverpool

greater choice in the education of their children. A choice

denied them by their militant labour councils.

Extending choice, t*,-FA -+, is rooted in our Conservative

tradition. ty. It k^' (, •--

m opportunities. And without that choice, talkl

of morality is empty. /f

, r -c.,lV k
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Last week the Labour Party proudly proclaimed it was 'Putting

4-- theIt was ex osed blFi Wh t' tl p yo an .an em sars t .Peop eP =MV g 3

policies the conference adopted.

nAL

u
.  o 'c c,wf/La lLi

They d ee" ed to
0,_4  s.  1-3 44-C

Co c d.., N C J Gc.  c ,4o  u-. t L.:_ i./.

They -eerd'ed tore-nationalise British Telecom, &•hub }1 w '
e&_,.4 - n tG.. L4--_ k 't

sale

1

!
The Labour Party ts- rtever- - eeee  Clause 4 of its

Constitution which call4Rd  for "the  common ownership of the means

of production, distribution and exchange ... and control of each

industry or se--vice".

its goal.

because that is

is nA  is ,.-•f
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'Putting  Government  First' is what the Labour Party believes.

But the inevitable result is 'Putting People Second'.

As the record of recent years shows choice is the only

safeguard each of us has against the power of an expanding

State. if
aen,ocracy Mows strongly,

n nu -l -.

+ l.,.slN  a't
The whole drift of t'esr policy is in the direction

of strengthening the hand of the State, against the

I

independence of the individual.

mental check list.

Manifesto in 1849.

about by revolution

a heavy progressive

You can make your own

Karl Marx published his Communist

The major changes to be brought

were the abolition of private property;

income tax; the abolition of the

right of inheritance; nationalisation of banking, transport

and the media; and education for all children in state

schools.  lie w
11r.,...L (At-

t i..IA
tee delegates  who met at Blackpool  last week ?  Uew-nrtr

tive to th scions

aA6we-r- ° lics •  7R e great divide in

politics still exists today. 11
1



And lying at t eh ,

our country' is

Soci

6.

ge in,#he condition of

C/

eretfce between Conservatism and

eese.

COOL.. "I

• Whereae "Socialists believe you belong to the State,

Conservatives insist the State belongs to you.

I*

Wherea lt  Socialists promote State ownership, Conservatives

stand for property rights ..

Wherea$  Socialists work through - the big

battalionSor block vote - Conservatives

work through individuals.

Whereat  Socialists want to control your lives, Conservatives

want to liberate them.

rences e wee

va ives is ree o .
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'fit would be foolish to pretepd that this transition caq
0%

be accomplished withou  '"ny. '.-w-'" n and problems . But it would

be t..pretend that a country like Britain,  wk-cii

V
'so heavily dependent  on exports, can somehow  ignore what

is happening in the rest of the world - to behave as if these

great events have nothing to do with us; to fight change; to

turn the clock back.

Yet this is exactly what the Labour party proposes to do.

h

to have - and we all know what that means. It wants to return

to the old  levels of over-manning t It wants to make life difficult

for the very  people on  which the future of  Britain depends -

It wants to give back to the trade unions the powers they used

the wealth creators.

Well, that defies  common sense . The British people know, v(

in th--_-heart--of hearts, that it_is not a realistic answer.

'They know that we must adapt; that we must be strong enough

to compete with countries like Japan and Germany in order to

survive and prosper.

Governments can help by encouraging enterprise,

the pursuit of excellence in every field.

new jobshe way to create I _ ( -
0

k

°J1

1 ,

r



Governments should not  run businesses : they don't know

l1w',,,,-  iow to do it. The weaknesses of the case for State ownership

have become all too obvious. Planners do not have to suffer

the conse uences of their mistakes ; rthe
C-1

w -pick

up the bill., Trade unions can - and do - insist that goods SMo'(
r -.11k h -adA..- t d e. 4-  &_ Goss _

And poor service can go on for years because there is no real

compulsion to compete or excel.

When the state owns, nobody owns; and when nobody owns,

nobody cares . '
3vi

Th job Government  is to set the right financial and

leg frame  ork and all/  industry,, to work within  it. Lt is

cut to es ,  cut red t̀ape ,  and encourage  competition.

This Government has roller back the frontiers of the state,

and will continue to do  so.  any other countries have followed

our example. Privatisation has found its way to the Labour

Government of New Zealand and to the stst bureaucracy of

Brazil, to the new democracy of the Phillipines and even in

an oriental version in China. Everywhere Governments are trying

to cut deficits, repay debt, restrain the public sector.

We believe in popular capitalism - in a property-owning

democracy.

We are proud of the fact that so many people now own their

home. In Scotland recently, I witnessed the sale of the millioneth

council house. T

peo wa

LLa e :  N o J

h
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-We have also encouraged a great expansion in shareownership,

n doing .with the sale of more  shares  in  e--prises

like British Gas and British Airway/. Millions of people now

have a stake in the companies they work for. More than one

in five British companies now operate profit-sharing schemes

for their employees.

Our aim is to consign to the dustbin that most misleading

of phrases "the two sides of industry", which has done so much

harm to Britain.

People should not be classified

as either earners or owners, as either employees or shareholders.

They should be both. It is good and honourable to have a stake

in the business that provides your l vel,hood. &,-A '
C-0 .11

vs_ -  etti-  -
Popular capitalism is nothing less than a crusade to enfranc ise

the many in the economic life of the nation. We are returnin

ower to the eo le. as  IV  (o ;

All this helps to build a robust and more responsible society.

The strength of our policies is that they are founded on the

basic instincts of our people - an instinct for ownership, for

thrift, for honest  work,/for  fair rewards,) and for helping others-

We do not seek to divide the country: we seek to unite it in

a common purpose. V '^ k' /std!  t`•".

It was this basic instinct - and a spirit of adventure -

which once made Britain the leading industrial rtation in the

world. It is still vital to our future.
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•
But do they perhaps can a pro 'se of a net increase of a

million jobs. Well, we've d e that too - there are a

million more people i wor now than there were at the last

election.

So which is it Mr. K' no ? A million jobs or a million

additional jobs?  0  don't you know the difference?

•

Either way it do sn't matter ecause we've done it already and

we're doing it now and  we're  g 'ng to go on doing it.

A million more in work; many more jobs for women; a higher

proportion of our working age po ulation in work than almost

anywhere else in  e;  more new jobs created than the rest

of the European Community added together. Unemployment among

young people falling. Unemployment among the older, long-term

unemployed about to fall as a result of our Restart programme

to help them.

s
These are just some of our achievements on jobs and there's much

much more we've done for better training and for enterprise in

our Action for bs campaign. I '

T o s booklet.` -

We don't just talk about the problems. Our care can be seen in

what we do about them.
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MODULE 3

Op

Jb I S> C A
In the last few weeks Labour has rried on its tumn

redecoration. This season's new of r is grey.  ed remin

too many of red flags and redhak, the usual ate of La is
1/1

bank balance. It might even  remind us o the  milit $t lining

•
to Labour's new coat.F< Grey  was a good choice. It captures the

'mood of Labour's launched drab  policies, st}dwn in many off

the cuff s es at this  Autn's politipl  fashion parades.

It's abou as up-to-date a  Eastern Eu pean  dresses on a

Parisi  catwalk.

40

They have revealed their destruction of employment plan.

First to be sacked would be

alhe workers building nuclear power plants.  Everyone
! vow w t 1.,__4A

employed in existing nuclear power stations might
Lalso-be  given

their marching  orders.

tom „" (,,,,  I r1-
L:A . r v -i -= i rw.-L G...,t n caC ro-. , re/ i r

The next to go would be the jobs of all those selling

things to South Africa -  120,000 to 140.000 redundancies

overnight.

Out would go the  American nuclear deterrent and with it

all of the American military bases in the United Kingdom -

another 30 ,  000 jobs dest royed._.  tk

V1
tA
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Younger people would be attacked by Labour's minimum wage
t.c c c,. ,.(,.c  . j4 --  art,.  ..5'f^•'

legislation.  A  quarter  of a million jobs mainly for the young  c(,.r,e-,

would be lost or forced underground by any such law.

Labour say" at there would be other  jo, opportuni es.
/  to • j

i ns

would

•
Far  froq, c̀keati obs, f%Kc the p  blic sector to take on

c

peop o  ta" do  . hing that do4't/heed u  s ly put up

prices aid destroy  bs elsewhere.

a 4.

K
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Other parties  want to increase tax

1womodmg•

We are  the only party which does not.

V U 4-1 U.--

We  want  to reduce both,

we/have abolish

But j  can assure  you  o

We''  e1taxes $ ( it is



Some say that we shall use the proceeds from

privatising British Gas to finance a

pre-election giveaway next March...

t u entl f r ed

_wi l e  no

do not  intend to put at risk the

P _,,(,.I V- achievements of the  past seven years, and

you would not want me to.
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[I will also say this.

People who talk about pre-election

giveaways next March know much more about

the date of the election than I do.]
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ver to der' .1 Theme-,c oose

to ignore the ba c fact f economic life- mat you have to

create weal  befor you can s it,  and that wealth is created

through the of rt of t individual)

e never a a good ,to

In their eyes, everything that Britain does is wrong.

Every setback, however small ,  is seen as proof that the situation

is hopeless .  Their favourite word is "crisis ".  It's a crisis

when the pound goes down ,  and a crisis when the pound goes up.

It's a crisis when the price of oil goes down and a crisis when

the price of oil goes  up. G"W''f'
N, .t3?y"v  CL-

They  C " good news  and .-.k-_'

p , in failure. T

hey  are the  hand-wringing,,SO ,

merchants of gloom and despondency, The  spirit of adventure,

pride in achievement, all these things are wa&aaa

am-.d

It is extraord' ary that so  ma of er countries  have far

dmore good  to ay about Britain to  we do ours ves.

d cd..n V ovxz
{1 da T1 - such a negative.

applaud e deavour in every fields
J -

t

To say this is not to be comp acent - ar from it. There

is much to be done, and we shall o it. e do not ignore this

country's problems, nor do we fl' ch from he challenge they
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present. Bu I see no reas why we should

i 'se of 'on, e de atist view

that n ing we do as a ation is ever r' ht.
Nit; ivicrv S

There 's a at de t e proud of. The successes of

94

our exporters. The impressive advances in science and industry.

The eft of millions of our people to create new enterprises

and new jobs. J k 0 J -  o

Inflation  h els

r at its

lowest for many years. The number of days lost through strikes

has fallen dramatically. I

e d. P hip

ha,wn The standard of living has never been higher. We

are not lurching from one financial crisis to another, as we

have done in the past.

These are genuine achievements in which we can all take

pleasure and pride. We shouldn't be afraid of good news.

the isruptiv eff cts

of new tech ology. B t what ab ut the bene 'ts? It as c eate  new

opportuni ies - and obs - and t has made ife easie in t e

home , the offic ,  and in t e factory .  t is t k' g ove

O vl k
tedi s improving

seeding up com unication , hel ing

t educate ou children an;i contributing to further subst nti 1

a vances in fields like m4dicine...

y

t v .

,.c- t1 }
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But let no-one say that this party, this Government, this Prime

Minister lack compassion for those who ar going through difficult

times, through no fault of their own. We have done a great

deal to help. But compassion has to be to ered by realism.
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without regard for what you  earn or can  afford.  Government

money is not some abstract concept ;  it has to come from somewhere.

Britain is not lurching from one financial crisis to another

because we are careful.

That,  too, is but common sense. We are

not in the business  of buying  votes U-L

(' KI w
I care.

care about the sick, which is why spending on the health

service is higher than ever before. That is Conservative care

in practise.
1k w1••  Lc--4/ w- I ( Gr

I care about t Scarcely a day passes without

the government looking at new ways of speeding job creation.

VI  care about all the people - especially the nine million

pensioners - who saw their savings devastated.by runaway inflation
j  w Ld w rr- -  J-0  - e- U c,,,.  ..  ̀ i v 4 (.1..  S  a , .-

under a Labour Government. That is why we have reduced the

inflation rate to the lowest level in two decades.

I care about law and order - the right of decent people

to be protected against crime, hooliganism, and the cancer of

drugs. There is no excuse for those who do not respect that
I

right. There is no excuse for the burglar, the bully, the rapist,

the evil dealer in drugs. There is no excuse for the terrorist.

This party, and this Government, have always backed the police

in their battle to uphold the rule of law. We shall go on

doing so. That battle calls for the resolve and commitment

of the British people. Our institutions of justice, the courts

and the police require the unswerving support of every law abiding

citizen. No one is above the law.

I care about the freedom of the individual to run his own

life - instead of having it done for him by the State. Personal

As every housewife knows, you can't just spend, spend, spend
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liberty has to be constantly defended and strengthened; it should

Over  be taken for granted.

I care about the pursuit of excellence in every field.

success need not necessarily be measured in financial terms;

what matters is givi(,ng one's best.  fA,M 4 ,v 1,  o, acw.

I care about people being able to own their have and to

to/
have a stake in the business they work for,,, a

. The notion that ceilings should be set on this  and  tha t

- so dear to the left - should fill everyone with dismay. Got

everyone can be rich - not everyone wants to be  - but) in a

free ewards of

e£fo' Set artificial ceilings and you deny people the chance

to improve their lives through their own efforts. The-fewest

e speed of the

convoy becomes the speed of the slowest shi .

Savings, income, property, whatever you call it, it's nice

to have a little bit of your own.

I care about the rinciple I was ght when I was young

an honest day' pay for an hon t day's work.

care about  parliamentary- democracy and free  speech ;.

I don't want to see Britain run by militants who have no time

for either.

I care about making sure that BritaTn's best brains and

brightest talents are not driven away by excessive taxation.'

That is why we have brought income tax down; our opponents

want to put it up. Th want to ut their hands in our ockets

our ocket- not 'ust those of the rich.
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I care about our friendship withthe United States - a country

which has done so much to uphold freedom in the democratic world,

and which has fought so valiantly against tyranny of every kind.

We in Britain value our independence, but we also value our

friends.

I care about the defence of this country. This Government

has never faltered in its resolve to defend Britain from aggressors

and never will.

-- -

11

I care about the young people of Britain and their futu .

That is why we have launched the largest youth training programme

this country has ever seen. I am much impressed - and encouraged

- by the enthusiastic response of so many young men and women.

We in this party are deeply concerned about the young and

we  are-doing  everything we can to help. But we don't want

to see this country handed over to people who want to create

a new Soviet Union, a new Poland, a new Czechoslovakia, a new

East Germany. The young are sensible enough to know what those

societies are like, and we have no intention of going down that

road. This lady has seen enough of life - and the world -

not to believe in a socialist Utopia.
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So have others. Alexander Sol henitzyn has warned the

West against what he alled "the mis y phanto of socialism".

Socialism, he said, "

t has 1 re their conscience into

thinking that the steamrol er which 's about to flatten them

is a blessing in disguise, a salv t on. more

Andrei Sakharov ,  the Nobel\ rize  winner and dissident,

has also urged us to bewalz'e of at he called "the pursuit of

leftish liberal fadishndss". The leftists, he said, usually

accept too trustingly the dogmas of he socialist system, and

avoid listening to anything that cont dicts it."

They are wa pings that should be he ded.
I• Wk  VIStoN
i  L  e.

I want to see a Britain which recognises the realities

of a challenging period in our history and comes to terms with

them - a Britain which makes the most of its opportunities in

the world.

I want to see a Britain in which people remain free to

develop their full potential ,  in every field of endeavour.

I want to see a Britain which has no truck with outmoded
R-

Marxist doctrine about class warfare. For us it is not who
•1 Jw1

you are, who your family is,

It is what you are and what you can do for our country that

counts.

4 U-(

41
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I want to see a Britain free from the shackles of excessive

state control.

I want to see a Britain in which people show compassion

for their fellow citizens and are prepared to help those in

genuine need, but don't expect Governments to do everything

for them.

I want to see a Britain which admires initiative, effort

and success instead of denigrating it.

I want to see a Britain where many,many more people have

genuine new jobs - jobs which will last - and where taxation

is reduced still further.

I want to see a Britain in which there is a high standard

of health care, where savings keep their value, where the standards

in our schools are a source of pride and where people respect

the rule of law.

4 I want to see a Britain which is respected in the world,

not pitied; a Britain which is strong; not feeble; a Britain

which is positive, not defeatist.

Above all, I want to see a Britain which values the great

benefits of living in a free society - and which is determind

to preserve them. That is my vision. It is a vision worth

fighting for, and I shall fight - for however long it takes.

We have accomplished much, an ou

fp*--a-1-t_youur °fforrts..__

Let us'not be deterred by the cynics, the woe-mongers,

the self-appointed levellers, the petty would-be dictators,

the people with glib solutions and cheap compromises, the



The Return of National Pride.

The opposition parties have one thing In common. They  like
nothing better  than to knock Britain.

They us that  the economy Is in terminal decline ,  that we
have cut spending on the Health Service ,  that we cant afford to
defend ourselves.

The opposition try to make  Britons ashamed of themselves.

When we look back over the last seven years of Conservative
government we have nothing to be ashamed of.

Ft and most Important ,  because we have called on the nation
to face u to its responsibilities  -  to provide a credible
defence, to maintain aw and order ,  to provide for the needy, to
protect Individual rights - and because the nation has
responded ,  there has been a renewal of national pride.

Seven years ago there was very little for the nation to be proud
of. Socialism had seen to that .  As It always does. Now that
we have solid national achievements to our credit we see a
return of confidence.

That 's why our opponents try to con people Into believing their
horror stories .  They know that national morale has Improved
enormously under this Conservative government and It doesnt suit
their purposes.

Our opponents v on of taln bear as much embla  e  to
reality as t kind of horor film at Mess s Hammer are so
good at m Ing. Yo know ,  the ims they how on t levisio
late on aturday  ni s when the Ildren h e gone t bed.
ones t t make  your hair  stand o end.


